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THe Gossip TRaP
Recruit 8volunteers and ask them to stand in aline in the center of the group. Hand the
first person in line apencil and apod of paper. Offer these instructions to the volun
teers:

• The first person in the line writes on the pod asimple sentence describing something
positive ond true about the eighth and final person in the line. The sentence should
be no more than 10 words long, for exomple: Kai works out three days aweek at
home.

m The first peRon then passes the pod to the second person in the line, who changes
just one word in the sentence on the pod.

• Ploy continues down the line, with volunteers 3through 7each changing just one
wordm the sentence.

• When the pad gets to the final person in line, he or she reads it oloud. At this point,
volunteer 8steps to the front of the line and confronts the first volunteer on the final
form of what is written on the pod, saying, for example, "I heard you sold this.
What's going on?"

• The finol volunteer moves down the line of volunteers, finding out how, where and
why the story changed, setting the record straight and "clearing his or hernome."

MaNY FACeS OF
DeCEPTIoN
Divide into groups of three or four mernbers. Then g these instructions: It's easy to iden
tify some obvious ways of cheafing, stealing ond lying, But there are many subtler ways in
which people lie, cheat or steal as well. With your group, brainstorm some of life's less ob
vious ways to deceive. Then prepare two or tnore quick roleplays that illustrate those ways.

Give groups about 10 minutes to discuss and prepare their roleplays. If necessary, offer.
these examples to groups:
• An othlete using steroids.
U Afood monufocturer using inferior or spoiled ingredients.
• Arestouront serving smoller portions thon pictured on the menu.

When groups are ready, invite each group to present its roleplays. After each roleplay,
discuss:

• Who was deceiving and how in this roleplay?
• Do you agree that this was deception? Why or why not?
• What was the result of lying, cheating or stealing in this roleplay? What further results

could hove been shown?

• What would hove been the result if no one had deceived another?


